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The MC625R is how K&L Supply defines Air 
Superiority.  
This lift combines the best features of our MC650R hydraulic lift with 
the convenience of air. The new Ram Squared twin cylinder system gives 
the MC625R a rated working capacity of 1750 lbs. Optional side panels, 
now with our redesigned fastmount system, increase the working width 
of the MC625R to 59”, allowing the widest utility vehicles and golf carts 
to be serviced. An easy to install extension is also available, adding two 
feet front or rear to the overall length for custom bikes. Combine those 
features, plus the value you expect from K&L, and you have a lift that 
will be right for all of your needs. 
•	 29.5	x	86.5	deck
•	 Drop	panels	at	front	and	rear	of	lift
•	 Max	raised	height	of	40”,	lowered	height	is	8.0”
•	 Automatic	safety	locks
•	 Loading	ramp	included
•	 One	year	warranty
612228

B2 Superlift
This is the top-of-the-line B2 hydraulic scissor lift for Big Twins. 
Extremely compact when folded. Measures: min. height 8,5 cm max. 
height 50 cm max. load 500 Kg with 46 x 76 cm top.
686345 Superlift
686349 Frame adapter set (required for Sportster and Twin Cam 88 Dyna 

Glide models)
686348 Wheel kit for Superlift

686348

686345

Front/Rear Extension Form 
C625R
If you work on long bikes, this is what 
you have been looking for. These exten-
sions fit into the lifts frame members, 
and can be used at the front or rear of 
your 625. Each extension is 24” long, 
and matches the lifts deck width of 
29.5”.When using an extension at both 
ends of the lift, the overall deck length 

is 134.5”,more than eleven feet! Extensions are easily removed when 
working on standard sized bikes. ( Without wheelclamp )
612229 Front/Rear extension panel for MC625R

MC10R Universal Wheel Clamp
The MC10R Universal Wheel Clamp allows one person to load and 
unload a motorcycle on any flat deck lift. The pivot mechanism uses 
the weight of the bike to hold itself upright, leaving your hands free 
to secure the bike. The included rails mount to the deck so you can also 
slide the MC10R forward to handle short wheelbase bikes.
685827 MC10R Universal Wheel Clamp

612229

685827

Folding Motorcycle Ramp
440 mm wide loading ramp has a 
unique hinge guaranteed to support 
600 kg. Innovative design and alumi-
num construction make it extremely 
strong and durable. Extends to an 
overall length of 2390 mm and col-
lapses to 1230 mm, weighing only 
14,3 kg.
20205 Folding ramp


